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  Abstract: The  drilling of  deep bere-holes in ice requires  that the hole is fiLled
by a  liquid to cornpensate  the ice-overburden pressure. Moreover,  the hydrostatic
pressure ofthe  fluid should  be exactly  known in order  to estimate  the hoie closure.
  The estimation  of  the  hydrostatic pressure in the bore-hole can  be made  in two
different ways.  The firsl is the  in situ  measurcments  using  pressure sensor,  und

the second  is calcu]ation  ofthe  pressure using  the sampling  ofdri]ling  fiuid f'rom
ditlbrent depths. The  second  tnethod  cun  be used  ulso  fbr prognosis of  the
hydrostatic pressure when  the necessary  density of  the  hole liquid is chosen,

  The paper includes the necessary  equations  for the catcu]ation  ef  hvdrostatic
pressure for o"e  and  twe-compound  liquids based on  lhe pressure and  teinperature

in the  bere-hole,

  The measured  und  caLculated  densities are compared  for the  GtSP2  bore-hole at

Summit, Greenland. and  it shows  a  high correlation,  The  difference between
measured  pressure and  culctdated  pressure along  most  of  the holc length doesn't
exceed  e.12%.

                              1. Introduction

    One  ofthe  main  functions of  the bore-hole fluid is to prevent or  at least minimize  the
bere-hole closure,  In order  to prevent hole closure,  the hydrostatic pressure diflerence
between the ice ttnd  the bore-hole liquid should  ideally be equal  to zero  at any  depth. It
is not  suMcient  to have a  high pressure in the  bore-hole because then  the bore-hole will
expand.  Lowering the stand  ofthe  liquid and  thereby  creating  a  low  hydrostatic pressure
at the top  of  the fluid column  leads to bore-hole closure,

    Bore-hole closure  has several  times caused  a drill to stick. As an  example,  bore-hole
SG  at Vostok station,  Central Antarctica, was  started  in 1990. In December  1991, when
the drilling had reached  a  depth 2502 m,  the thermal drill was  stuck  at a depth of  2250 m
during hoisting. The  drMing  fiuid was  a mixture  of  TS-1 (]ow-temperature aircraft  fuel),
and  about  2% by mass  ofdensifier  (trichlorofluoromethan-CFC 11) w'ith  resulting  density
of  860 kg/m3 at -50"C,  During  the drilling operations,  the top  of  the fluid was  between
l50 and  250m  below the suiface  with  an  average  value  of  2oo m.  This resulted  in a

pressure ditierence between fluid and  ice of  about  2,7 MPa.

    Aocording  to Tchistiakov et al. { 1994) at a  depth of2250  rn and  a  temperature  -32"C

the closure  rate  will  be 16,1 mm/a  assuming  a pressure diflercnce between fluid and  ice of
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7kehle l. The rate  of the

  Pressure diflk rence.  MPa

  The  rute  of  bore-hole c}esure･ II}mfa .

2.7 MPa  {Table 1).
    In 1996 at Dome  FLlji, AntarcUca

electrornechanical  drill at the depth of

was  lowered to 722 m  belo"' the surface

    Therefore, knoxN'ledge ofthe  exact pressure difference jn the b

be one  of  the most  important parts of

                   2. Cal¢ ulation

    The pressure P  (Pa) in a  bore-hole fl

                            -d.e
                             dz

where  i is the height, m;  g is the acceleratjon

    In pra¢ tice the density varies  "ith

depth H  (m) can  be found by integration

                        ev(i) =:  -  gL
where  iqfi(z) is the fluid density profile
l),

    The  fluid density pii(i) depends

bore-hole. With  increasing temperature  the density decreases and

the density }ncreases.

    The  fluid compressibility  is neglected

rneasure,  Neglecting compressibility  the

determined using  the thermal  expansion

                         ph(z)=
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bore-hote elosure  at  Plostek Station depth 2250  m).

         :{T
"
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     ,
 the  sarne  accident  happened with  the Japanese

    2250 m,  when  the top of  the fluid (n-butyl acetate>

      (Fujii et al., l999).

                        ore-hole  is considered  to

    ice deep drilling technology.

      of  hydrostatic pressure

      uid  at rest fo11ows fi'om the  hydrostatic equation:

    
.=-gp,

 (1)

           of  gravity, m!s?;  p is the density, kglm].

     depth, and  the hydrostatic pressure a,(z) at the

    
'
 of' eq. (1)i

        H

         tbyi(z)dz, (2)
        o

   in bore-hole; JiF6 is the  fiuid top  below surface  (Fig.

    both on  the temperature  and  the pressure in the

                         with  increasing  pressure

        frequently, possibly because it is diMcult to

      fiuid density pli(z) at the temperature  t ("C) is

      coeMcient  k, (K.-i):

     1+ki?/ li- to)'' 
(3)
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 where  /bo js the density of  the fiuid at temperature fo.

     Equation (3) is inconvenient because the thermal  expansion  coeMcient  k, isn"t

 
constant

 and  changes  with  temperature.  For a  limited range  of  temperatures the den$ity

 can  be approximated  with  a  linear equation  and  may  be defined by Mendeleefl's formula:

                           p;i(Z)=ar (t-tb)+ju], (4)
 or

                             p7,(z) =.- a,t+  b, (s)
 where  a, is the therma]  coeMcient,  kg/(m3-OC); b is the density of  fiuid at OGC.

     A summary  of  the equations  fbr the densjty vensus  temperature  of  actually  used  or

 potential fiuids for ice ¢ ore  drilling can  be fbund in the paper ofTalalay  and  Gundestrup
 (2oo2),

    In order  to calculate  the hydrostatie pressure, we  first need  to estimate  the  temperature
profile at the drilling site. Then using  the temperature  profile the density versus  depth is
calculated, and  the hydrostatic pressure can  be found using  the approximate  integration
method  of  trapezium:

                       4s(z)= g2  
i9k(Zi-]

 
)2± P"(ii) h,, (6)

where  hi ls the depth interval,

    For shallow  and  interrnediate drillings, eq.  <6) gives satisfactory  results.  For  deep
drillings, however, neglocting  of  the fluid compressibiljty  leads to significant  errors.

Kuksov et al, (1992), fbr example,  found a  pressure error  ofabout  6%  in an  oil well  when

the compressibility  is ignored. For the GISP  bore-hole, using  the n-butyl  acetate,  Gosink
et at. (1991) found the density to increase 3%  at the bottom of  the 3-km bore-hole due  to
the pressure.

    There are  several  methods  to estimate  the hydrostatic pressure in a  compressible  fiuid.
The  most  widespread  equation  is (Kuksov et al,, 1992>

                             J}r･'(z)=klll(z), (7)
where  IXi'(i) is the hydrostatic pressure corrected  for both thermal expansion  and  compres-

sibMty  of  the fluid; k  is the coethcient  for compressibility  of  the fiuid,

    According to eq, (7) we  can7t calculate  the hydrostatic pressure exactly  because the
value  of  the coetficient k isn't constant,  it depends on  the type  of  the bore-hole fluid,
pressure and  temperature.

    At  constant  temperature  and  changing  pressure P  the density is

                            p Po
                           Pfi=-17=k,(p-  A)･ (8)

where  kp is the compressibjtity  of  the fluid, Pa-i; po is the density of  the fiuid under  the

pressure R),

    The  calculation  ofthe  real  fluid density profile may  be done  in two  stages  (Menshikov
and  Talalay, 1993). The first stage  includes the calculation  of  the density p.k(z) at real

temperatures  in a  bore-hole and  standard  atmospheric  pressure using  eqs.  (3). (4), or (5).
Next  the density is corrected  for the real  pressures in bore-hole:
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                          ,?,P,t(i)-1TPZIZ)J(,), {g)

    In thjs case  the hydrostatic pressure of  the fluid at depth z is calculated  step  by step

using  the approximate  integration method  of  rectangle:

                         ll,l"(z)==gZp.,"'t(i,..,)hi. (10)

    Here we  can't  use  the more  correct  method  of  trapezium  because the density at the

depth zi depends on  the pressure itself and  is unknown.

    For the corroct  calculation  according  to eqs.  (9)-(10) it is necessary  to know  the exact

value  ot' the fluid compressibility  kp, "'hich  significantly  depends on  the temperature  and

pressure. For solids  N'alues  ofcompressibility  are  typically ofthe  order  10"ii Pa 
i,

 and  fbr

liquids 10 ['

 Pa-i (Table[). With  increasing pressure and  lowering temperature  ofthe

liquid compressibility  approaches  the vulues  tbr solids.

                71ibla 2. Fltiicts compressthiLity  vettsus  temperature  ('C).

                                             Interval ef

        Name  
COMPBiiS-SibilitY'

 
prc:sbusroel,uMtpa

 
ReferCnCeS

 AIcraft fuel isL"i k,-=(o'6166i+o76g3)･lo'o o,I-lo Dubovkm  et al.ugs.s)

 
Tcre,c(btr:'ofluoromethane

 k,7. (o.cos2t+t.331)･]og o.1-2o                                                       Bogclanov et  al.  (1976)

                                                       Lelter from  Eastman

 n-Butyl  acetate  kR=(-4･72t+1091-7) 
i'10'fi

 O'1 30 chemical co. clg90)

        3, Hydrostatic pressure and  density profile of  two-compound  fluid

    Kerosene type hydrocarbons, mostly  used  as drilling fluid, have a density of  about  8oo

kg!m3  compared  to 920kg/m3 for ice. Therefore, usually  they are  made  denser by

addition  of' various  densifiers.

    It is assumed  that the two  components  in the fluid don't react  neither  chemically  nor

physically.
    The  density of  a mixture  at atmospheric  pressure is:

                         
Rff='i-'LCI/i/tti;,btt/1'

 
{")

where  Cw  is the mass  concentration  of  densifier, %; pd and  p:. are  the densities ofthe  base

fiuid and  the densifier respectively.  kg/m3.

    Based on  this equation  the change  of  density with  temperature  and  pressure can  be

calculated  knowing how  the density ofthe  two  components  change.  Equation (l 1) leads

to the fo11owing density proiile of  two-compound  fluid:

                     
PX'(Z)=:1[cw[pP

l{i

iiili/,
`

,

"

iilletsi(z.-)]' 
(12)
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    Then the hydrostatic pressure of  the fluid l)r't(z) is calculated  using  eq.  (JO),
    The  condition  tbr no-reaction  between the two  components  is verified  for a mixture
of

 
17S-1

 (base fiuid) with  trichlorofluoromethane  (CFC 1 1) as densifier. The density ofthe
fuel

 TS-l pi(z> and  the density of  the densifier CFC  1l p{(z) yersus  temperature  are

(Litvinenko et a/., 1996):

                        pl(z) 
:T.

 
-OJ49t+8102;

 (l3)
                        pL(z) ="  

--
 2,202t.1534.4. (14)

    Equutions (13) and  (14) are  substituted  in eq, (12), and  the density of the mixture  is
obtained:

                               8102-O.749t

                      
A"=imIllt7V,`l,2i?,tTi-51i-,3-,i'i"

 
"i5'

    The results  are  compared  with  experimental  data (Table 3). The ditference between
measured  and  calculated  densities ofisn't  more  than O.5%. Thus, we  can  conclude  that for
this

 
mixture

 the two  components  don't react  and  the density can  be calculated  using  the
densities of  the  compounds.

    In practice it is diMcu]t to mix  the two  components  with  suMcient  accuracy,  and  in
situ measurements  are  needed  to verify  the density profile, One possibility is to take

Famples from ditTerent depths of  the bore-hole. At the surface  the density of  the sample
Ls rneasured  under  atmospheric  pressure at fixed temperature  and  the  mass  concentration  of

densifier in the sampte  from the depth :･ is calculated:

                      ckf==ioo-P,-i',IZ,l-1-fll,ISli-SIiSli (i6)

    Then  the real density according  to eq. (12) can  be found.

7bble 3.Density(kg/mj)vensustemperature('C)
 qf juel 71SJ-l with  densijier CFC  ll,

   Mass
concentratlon

   q,%

 Experimental equations

(V. Lipenkov, unpublished)Theoretical
 eguations

Maximal  difference
in the range  from
   

-50
 to O"C.

      %

2461014t8222630a,=-O,768t+8]8.3
p,, =,- -･ O.824t t- 824.2

F)rf i"  
T

 O-83 1 t+832.4

p,,=-O,835t+847.1

p,r=-O.90]t-f-865,]

pr, =-  
--

 O.924t+8s2.s

p,,= ..
 O.938t+90l.6

p,,=-O.999t+9I9,S

s),,=-l.060t+939.3

p,,=-O.76it+8I7.9

p.=-O,772t+825.8

p,=  
-O.784t

 
4-
 833,8

P,,=-O.810t+8so.3

p,,=-O.836tt867.5

p.=-O.865t+885.4

p.=-O.894tT904.]

p, ;-.  
-O,926t+923.5

p. r=  
-O.960t

 1- 943,8

o.ooO,19O.I7O.38028O,330.27O.43O.48
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4. Hydrostatic pressure and  density profi}e in GISP2  bore-hole at Summit, Greenland

    In 1990--1993 the deepest bore-hole through  the Greenland Ice Cap was  dri11ed at

Summit  by PICO  in support  ofthe  G]SP2 Project, Greenland Ice Sheet Prograrn II (Kelley

et al., 1994), Geophysical measurements  carried  out  in 1995 showed  that due  to the

inclined nature  of  the GISP2  bore-hole, the total GISP2 bQre-hole length of  3056.4 m  is 8.6

m  longer than  the true verticai  depth (Clow and  Gundestrup, 2000),

    n-Butyl  acetate  was  used  as a  drilling fluid and  the density calculated  using  paraboiic

relation  (Gosink et al.  1991):

                       p.h=O.Ol16t2--O.982t+895. (17)

    n-Butyl  acetate  dissolves ice slightly.  The water  solubiliry  in n-butyl  acetate  is 2,88%

by mass  at temperature  25CC and  decreases at lower temperature  (Industrial Solvents

Handbook, 1991). A  20g  cube  of  ice lost in 1hour  1% of  irs mass  in n-butyl  acetate  at

-19"C  (Gosink et al., 1991). That n-butyl  acetate to some  degree can  dissolve ice is

ignored in the fo11owing calcutations.

    The  value  of  n-butyl  ttcetate  compressibilit>,  can  be estimated  from the bulk modu[us.

Fluids, as well  as  solids.  have bulk modulus,  and  compressibility  is reciprocal  to the bulk

modulus,  According  to  letter from J.J, Harris (12 July 1990, Eastman Chemical Co.} the

bulk modulus  of  n-butyl  acetate  is equal  to 1238,15MPa  at temperature  
-31'C

 and

 ]068.l3MPa  at 5gC. The  compressibility  of  n-butyl acetate  versus  temperature  wus

approximated  according  to  the linear relationship  (Table 2).

    In August  of  1995 the GiSP2  bore-hole togging with  UCPH  logger included lhe

7bbfe4, Measured  and  ealL'ulated hvctrostatic pressttre (MPa)

   ing to finear density-temperature relation of n-hut.iVin

 GISP2  bore-hole acc'ord-

acetate.

Depth
 m

Measured hydrostattc
  presgure (1995)

Ca!culated hydrostatic

 pressure based on

    temperature

Culculated hydrostatic pressure
  based on  temperature  and

      compressibility

 1022254.7502,9753.71003.SI254,O1S03.41747,)-20()l,822S2.82500,S2749.72999.03046.6O,233

 1,62S.l.g986,205

 8,504IO.81113A

 ]8l5,37217J2720.04922.33224.62326.90327.330

O.2. 34

 l,62･93,8996,192g.4so9.2.

 55.[3.05115285l7.2]O19,g982[.14724.3972.

 6,63327.059

O.234

 1.6303,9056.2078,50S10.81513,]l91)'.

 .378]7.73320.05722.34524.63926.92627,360
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measurements  of  the temperature  and  the absolute  pressure (at Table4 the measured
absolute

 pressure is converted  to hydrostatic pressure subtracting  the atmospheric  pressure
of  O.066 MPa),

    The temperature  versus  depth z(m)  in GISP2 bore-hole can  be fitted by a polynomial:

           
t=-31  46+2.9257･10 il-5.6474･10-hz2-

 2.3451-10Lgr". (18)

    At tbe 9ISP2 site the acceleration  of  gravity increases with  depth (K. Keller, personal
communlcatlon):

                       g=9,817953+2.31467･1O'bi. (19)

    Using eqs. (6), (9) and  (17) the hydrostatic pressure is calculated  in 25 m  steps  (the
fluid

 top  it,=76.6m), This was  done for t"Jo cases: first the hydrostatic pressure is
corrected  for temperature  (Fig,2, thin green line), second  the hydrostatjc pressure is

               J

           "  O,5
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960950
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 g2oejo900O
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                  Depth, m

     Densirv based on  measured  ioJdrostatic pressure

 ----･('aiculatedden,yitvhasttdontemperature

     Catcttlated densit.v based on  lemperature  andpressure

   Fig. 4, Densit.v prq17(e in GISP2 hore-hela.

3soe

corrected  for temperature  and  compressibility  (Fig. 2, thickened  green line).

    We  see  that the diflerence between measured  and  calculated  pressure in both cases  is

high, In the second  case,  when  compressibility  is accounted  for, the diffbrence is nearly

O,6% independent on  depths, indicating that the compressibility  is correct.  Therefore. we

decided to check  eq. (17), Experiments carried  out  in Copenhagen University showed  a

linear density-temperature re]ation of  n-butyl  acetate at -57.6"C<t<22.4"C  (Fig. 3):

    - pf, =.i. -O.97t+  901.2. (20)

    Then  the calculations  were  repeated  (Table4) and  now  the dlilerence bet",een

measured  and  calculated  pressure, based on  temperature  and  compressibility,  is ]ess than

O.12% in most  of  the bore-hole (Fig. 2, thickened  red  line). At the bottom of  the GISP2

bore-hole the difi'erence is only  O.03 MPa.  At the upper  part of  the GISP2 bore-hole the

difference between measured  and  calculated  pressure is about  O.5%, probably because the

fiuid contains  some  amount  of  ice chips.

    The  diiference between the measured  pressure and  the pressure, based on  temperature

only,  increases with  depth and  at the bottorn ofthe  bore-hole it is O.27 MPa  or  1%,

    Measurements  of  hydrostatic pressure and  vertical  depth make  it possible to calculate

the average  density ofdri11ing  fluid over  given depth intervals, but if the interval hi is small,

the average  density at this interval is approximately  equal  to the real  density at the  depth

zi:

                        p7'(z,)u 
Ilh"(Z')-gLeff[

 
(Z'-i),

 (21)

where  fl4'C:･,) and  ll41'(z,-i) are  measured  hydrostatic pressure at the  vertical  depths z, and

zi.. d, respectively.

    The fiuid density in the GISP2 bore-hole is calculated  according  to eq, (21) with  hi

25 m  (Fig. 4). The  curve  has parabolic shape  with  high frequency errors in the order  of

 5kg/m3  due to the limited resolution  of  the pressure sensor.  The  theoretical density

 profiles in the GISP2  bore-hole are  also  shoxN'n.  The  calculated  density profile based on
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temperatureand  pressure is in a  good  agreement  with  the bore-hole measurements.

5. Conclusions

    Deep ice core  drillings are  onty  possible if the hydrostatic pressure in the bore-hole is

 
near

 
equilibrium

 with  overburden  pressure. Theretbre, the bore hole liquid must  have a
density close  to the densjty of  ice for the actual  pressure and  temperature  in the bore-hole,

 
At

 any  depth, and  especially  at the warmer,  doeper, part of  the bore-hole the pressure must
be correct  within  about  O.1 MPa. Ifthe pressure ditlbrence is too  high, the bore-hole wil]
defbrm and  prevent further dri]ling.

    Theretbre, the choice  ofthe  fluid density is directly connected  with  estimation  of  the
hydrostatic pressure in order  to prevent bore-hole closure  and  accidents  connected  with  this
complication,

    The  foregoing method  ofhydrostatic  pressure calcutatien  allows  for the  choice  ofthe
correct  fiuid density tbr a  spocific  dril]ing site. This method  is suitable  beth for one  and
two £ ompound  fluids. To estimate  rhe hydrostatic pressure it is necessary  to know:  (a)
the

 
hole

 temperature vensus  depth; (b) the va]ue  of  acce]eration gravity; (c) density-
temperature

 relution  ofdrilling  fluid: (d) compressibility  ofdrilling  fiuid.

    The correctness  ot' the hydrostatic pressure during and  after  the drilling can  be made
in
 two  different ways,  The  first is the in situ measurements  using  pressure sensor  with  high

resolution,  and  the second  is calculation  ot' the  pressure using  the sampling  ofdrilling  fiuid
f'rom    diflerent depths.

    The theoretical method  was  compared  with  pressure measurements  in the GISP2
bore-hole. The very  high correlation  between measured  hydrostatic pressure and  calcu-
lated pressure corrected  for thermal  expansion  and  compressibility  ofthe  fiuid confirms  this
method,

    For GISP2,  the ice pressure at the bottom of  the hole is estimated  to 27.30MPa
compared  to 27.36 MPa  calculated  and  27.33 MPa  measured  bore-hole pressure. There-
fore, the GISP2  bore-hote is close  to the pressure equiljbrium,

    Density of  n-butyl  acetate  in GISP2  bore-hole smoothly  increases from 931,7 kg/m] at
the fluid top  to 943,4 kg/m3 at the depth of  2000 m.  Then it decreases to 932.0 kg!m] at
the   bottom  of  the bore-hole,

has
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